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Spring 2022 is just around the corner and although it feels like winter hasn’t even started, Dutz is already
eager to look ahead to the spring season. Not only because of the sunshine which we are longing for, but
more importantly because of the new Dutz spring collection;)
Now that we are again faced with a lockdown, we crave joy, fun and positivity more than ever before. Not
only with our loved ones, but also in our interior, the dishes on our plates and of course in our fashion
accessories. Lots of color, that is what many people are longing for after this challenging period. Well…be
assured that Dutz has a good dose of happiness in store for us with the latest spring collection!
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PRESS RELEASE
VINTAGE GLAM WITH A SO DUTZ TWIST - EXPRESSED FEMININITY & RE-INVENTED ROUND
Retro will be everywhere in 2022. This spring, the Dutz collection features ladies models that are influenced by the
past, but with a so Dutz twist in funky revamped mulitcoloured variations. The classic cat-eye, for example, is hot &
happening again! The cat-eye shape of model DZ818 has been inspired by the glamor and aesthetics of the 60s and
provides a super feminine look. Dutz also gives round frames a contemporary neo-vintage update with beautiful,
unique round-oval shapes in summery metal colors. By doing so old is just the new new again!

PRESS RELEASE
VINTAGE FOR MEN - RETRO REVIVAL
Stylish retro patterns and contrasting colors with a vintage look are again a big trend in 2022. The carbon-look top
rim and the color-accented bridge of model DZ2278, are striking yet subtly combined with the transparent acetate of
the lower rim. A graphic bold and so Dutz retro statement!
The latest addition to the Dutz collection this spring season is the Windsor rim, which has been given a trendy and
industrial look by the Dutz designers. The Mazzucchelli made plastic rim has been combined with a striped metal facet
edge. This combination makes the frame look classic and modern at the same time. A nice upgrade, if we do say so
ourselves!
The Dutz designers have also given the vintage aviator a contemporary update. Partly due to the use of striking
colors, model DZ821 is a real eye-catcher in all its simplicity. Retro with a So Dutz vibe!

PRESS RELEASE
MINIMALISTIC YET FANCY

DZ829-85

Minimalist frames are characterized by subtle lines and simple and elegant designs. And that is definitely not dull!
On the contrary: with minimalist designs you can make a powerful statement. The Dutz designers have given this
trend a little twist with striking, fresh color accents on the lens rims. Prefer something more modest? These models
are of course also available in classic neutral tones.
Ultimate classics that are hipper than ever. Go for a sophisticated retro look with a panto shaped frame. Classic and
elegant, trendy vintage model DZ820 moves between retro design and a modern look.

PRESS RELEASE
MULITCOLOURED FRAMES - FIFTY SHADES OF BLUE & FUCHSIA ROZE
Brightly colored frames are making a comeback this spring: the fashion colors of 2022 are splashing off the screen!
The most recent fashion weeks predict a year full of bright, optimistic hues.
We will encounter blue in all kinds of shades in the spring of 2022. From denim blue to Pantone ‘Super Sonic blue’,
blue is hot and happening! Fuchsia pink is also at the top of our list this year when it comes to positivity. Many trend
agencies have labeled the strong magenta hue as the color of 2022, so it won’t be long before the stores are full of
explosive pink! And then there is also highlighter yellow. Even though it is a bright and daring color, it doesn’t get more
summery than this!
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NEW NEUTRAL
Transparent frames have an airy look, are modest, are particularly stylish and they emphasize the natural shape of
the face. The big advantage is that they combine well with almost any outfit! That’s why this is a favorite of many and
has become an indispensable part of the fashion world. Transparent frames should off course not be missing in the
Dutz collection. Our take on this trend is that understated doesn’t mean boring and sophisticated transparency can
still be bold! Models DZ2254 and DZ2265 prove just that!

‘MORE IS MORE AND LESS IS A BORE’!
The Dutz designers are all too aware about the importance of eyewear as a fashion accessory and have tuned in to
the transparent colour trend by giving it its own, unique twist. Stripes are indispensable in the Dutz collection. We’ve
been seeing them for several seasons now, but the end is far from in sight... Thick, thin, double, transparent or
shaded: stripes are a huge trend again this season. In model DZ2280, various transparent materials have therefore
been combined with Havana acetate and funky colour stripes for that touch of extra character!

PRESS RELEASE
DUTZ KIDZ
New in the Dutz collection, model DK202. This mini version of bestseller DZ2228 is classy and urban and is available
in 4 striking colours. The frames in the Dutz Kidz collection are designed for fun, comfort and a perfect fit. They are
strong, durable, kid-tough and in sync with the latest trends in adult frames. Great colors and styling make this
collection a fun statement for trendy kids who like to express personality in their eyewear. One thing is certain: the
next generation brings color to our lives!
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